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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD 

In the Matter of ) 
) 

COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY ) 
) ' 

(Dre~den Station, Units 2 & 3)) 

Docket Nos. 50-237-SP 
50-249-SP 

(Spent Fuel Pool 
Modification) 

APPLICANT'S BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION TO STRIKE 

I. Sta.tement of Facts '. 

Interv~noi'~ contention 6 reads: 

The application inadequa~ely addresies the 
increased consequences of accidents con
sidered in the FSAR, SEi, arid FES associated 
with the operating li~eris~ ieview bf Dresden 
Units 2 and 3 due to ~he increased numb~r 
of spent fuel assemblies and additional 
amounts of defective fuel to be stored 

·in the spent fuel pool as a result of 
the modification. 

(emph~sis added) ~ 

Applicant and the NRC submitted the prepared 

testimony of Terry Pickens and Millard L. Wohl, respectively, 

·addressing contention 6.. Intervenor submitted no testimony. 

of its own. 

In its o~ening statement, Intervenor argued: 

[T] he existing accid.ent analyses are based 
on the single failure criteria test for 
accident credibility. The evidence will 
show that this test is no longer suf f i
cient to meet the requirements of an 
NRC licensing board. · 



,, ·. --' 

(Tr. 8 7) . 

-· • 
TMI was a multiple-failure accident with both 
dependent and independent failuies: ·The spent 
fuel pool overflow at Commonwealth Edison's 
plants has been a multiple failure. A single
failure criteri.a has.been criticized by both 
the Kemeny Corninission·and the Rogovin Commission 
as well as by the NRC's own TMI Action Flan, 
I·tern 2C-3. 

The testimony will show that rnultiple~failure 
accidents must be consider~d for Dresden 2 
and 3. Single-failure analysis; which is the 
only kind that ~as been done, is not adequate. 
Failures, human errors and maintenance errors 
must be evaluated.with fault trees and event 
trees in order to have the correct amount of 
assessment of the risk and consequences of 
potential accidents due to t~is sperit fuel 
conversion. 

Accordingly, Intervenor's ~ross-examihatiori of 

Applica'nt Is· witness ,--Mr. Pickens I was apparently _directed to 

establishing tha.t the acciden.t analyses for the Dresden spent 
. . 

· fuel pool modification ~ere based o~ the single failu~e 

criterion and did not ·take ~nto account the possibility of 

multiple. failures.. (Tr. 659, · line 8, through Tr. 662, line 4). 

While the single-failure criterion is embodied in the 

Commissio~'s regulations, see,~' 10 CFR Part SO.Appendix A, 

Applicant did not object to this cross-examination since merely 

establishing that multiple failutes were not corisidered did 

not constitute an impermissible challenge to· the Comrnis.sion 

regulations,10 CFR §2.758(a). 
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However, when Intervenor pursued at greater length 

the dichotomy between single f ailu_re analysi~ and multiple 

failure analysis in its cross-examination of the Staff's 

witness, Mr. Wohl, (Tr. 674-678), Applicant objected, citing 

10 CFR §2.758. (Tr. 678-9) • Counsel for Intervenor responded: 

(Tr. 6 8 0) • 

Mr. Chairman, this is not a ~hallenge to 
the Regulations as it affects Applicarit, and 
it's not a challenge to the Regulations 
_in that the case law does require as the 
testimony will show that certain types or 
problems must be considered in the SER; 
and I'm trying to establish a- founda-
tion _to show that certain types of problems
that are required by the Commission and the 
case law of the Commission have not been 
included in the SER. 

Counsel for the NRC Staff and the Applicant then 

objected on the grounds of relevance, since Contention 6 

does not call for analyses of new or different accidents 

from those considered in the FSAR,SER, and FES associated 

with the_ opera ting license -review -of D"resden 2 and 3. Instead, 

contention _6_calls for a review of any increased consequences" 

of th_e same accidents due -to additional· amounts of stored 

fuel. (Tr . 6 8 0- 2) . 

The .Board did not rule on the objections but instead 

allo~ed couhsel for the State of Illinois to complete cross-

. examination of Mr. Wohl. That cross-examination seemed to 

focus on the lack of any "systems interactions accidents" 

(Tr. 682) and the characterization of "systems interactions" 
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as an "unresolved safety issue" by the NRC Staff.!/ (Tr. 683). 

Upon the concltision of Intervenoi's cros~-examina-

tion, Applicant and the NRC Staff again questioned the 

relevanc~ of the testimony so elicited. ·rnterv~nor's 

counsel explained: 

It's my understanding of the Gulf States 
Utilities Company (River Bend) case, AL.AB 444, 
6 NRC 76-0, specifically pages 767 and 8, 
which came out in 1977, that unresolved 
safety problems·- such as ~~ose listed in 
NUREG 510 and NUREG 0660, which is th~ TMI 
action ptan, and the revision of Reg Guide 1.97 
·- that according to the law of this Cornrniss ion 
that all unresolved safety issues must be 

.·included in the SER; It's our interpretation 
that in relation to Contentiori 6~ there should 
have been. a reference to systems interaction 

':i,n the accident analysis and in Contention 6. 

( Tr . 6 8 4 - 5 ) • 

After further. argument the Board asked for a wri tt.en 

fuotion and briefs. (Tr .. 687). 

!_/ According to.the transcript Intervenor stated in the 
cross-examination that "unresolved safety issues"
are listed in NUREG 6510. ·(Tr. 683, li.ne 15) . · 
Applicant is unaware of that NUREG document. 
In January 1979 the.NRC published NUREG 510,. 
entitled "tdentification of Unresolved S~fety - · 
:Is~;ues Relating to Nuclear Power Plants: Report ·. 
to Congress," which Intervenor may have intended· 
to cite at Tr~ 683, line 15 and Tr. 684, line 22. 
In addition, Unresolved Safety Issues, including: 
systems interaction are listed in NUREG 0606- (Volume 2, 
No. 3, August 15, 1980) the so-called "Aqua Book," 
which is designed to provide the management of the 
NRC with a quarterly overview of generic talks aqdressing 
"Unresolved Safety Issues" reported to Congress 
pursuant to Section 210 of the Energy Reorganization 
Act of 1974 as amended. 
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II. Intervenor's Cross-Examination of Mr. Wohl should be struck. 

Even after review of th~ transcripts, Applicant 

is still unsure of the ·purpose underlying Intervenoris cross-

~xamination of Mr. Wohl. Three alternatives suggest them-

selves: 

1. Intervenor may be intending to challenge the 

sir.gle fc;ilure criterion in this proceeding, notwithstanding 

its apparerit disclaimer of any such intent (Compare Tr~ 87 

with Tr. 679~BO); If so, Intervenor has· not pursued this 

objective in ~ccordance with 10 CFR §2.758, and accordingly 

·Intervenor's. cross-examinatibn of Mr. Wohl should be. struck. 

2. Intervenor may be asserting that the Staff's 

SER and the testimony offered by the Applicant ·and the.Staff 

in re~pect. of tonten~ion 6 are· inadequate"because they fail 

to take into account 6ne particular "unresolved safety issue'': 

"systems interaction." If so, Intervenor has failed to show 

the relev~nce of "systems interaction" to Contentlon 6 br 

to this license amendment proceeding. 

In the iirst place, Contention·6 suggests only that 

the· accident analyses may be inadequate "due to the increased 
. . 

number of spent fuel assemblies and additional amounts of 

d·efective fuel to be stored.. . . . " Neither systems inter

action .nor. any other unresolved safety issue is mentioned. 

re-writing the contention at this late stage is not an 
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appropriate suggestion (Tr. 686, lines 16-18); neither is 

it reasonable to a_rgue that Applicant and the Staff .could 

have predicted Interverior's after-the-fict interpr~tation of 

Contention 6 through discovery. (Tr. 686, lines 9-12). 

Applicant and the Staff are entitled to take the words of 

Contention 6 at their face ~alue. 

Intervenor's cross~examination of Mr~ Wohl not 

·only fails to address a matter within the parameter of 

Contention 6, but also fails to establish how systems inter-
. . 

action is relevant to the subject matter of this proceeding. 

In Gulf States Utilities Company (River Bend Station,.Units 1 

and 2), ALAB 444, 6 NRC 76.0: (1977), the case cited by 

. Intervenor in support of its position, the Appeal Board 

actually stated: 

The m~re identification of a generic t~chnical . 
~atter which is 4nder further study by the Staff 
(such as a TSA~/ item or a Task Action Plan) does 
not fulfill this obligation [to supply a con
necting link], even if the matter has some 
patent relationship to the category of-reactor 
under review .. For as we have seen, the 
generic study may have little bearing on 
sat'ety -·~where ·it concerns the methodology 
of the Staff'~ review. To establish the requisite 
nexus between the permitor license application. 
and a TSAR item (or Task Action Plan), it must 
generally a~pear both (1) that the undertaken . 
or contemplated project has safety significance 
insofar as the reactor under review ii con
cerned; and (2) that the fashion in which the 
application deals with the matter in question 

(Applicant's footnote): TSAR stands for Technical 
Safety Activities Report,. a pre<;lecessor of NUREG 0606, 

·supra footnote 1. 
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is unsatisfactory, that because of the 
failure to consider a particular item there 
has be~n an insufficient assessment of a 
specified type of risk for the reactor, or 
that the short-term solution offered in -
application to a problem under Staff study 
is inadequate. 

7 NRC 760, 773 (material in brackets added)~ 

Intervenor's cross-examination of Mr. Wohl fails· 

to establish either point (1) or point (2). Similarly, the 

discussion of systems interactions in NUREG 0606, volume 2, 
. . 

NO. '3 (Attachmertt 1) and NUREG 510 (Attachment 2) I fail to 

disclose any connecting link between that subject a.nd this 

spent fuel pool proceeding. At the most elementary level, 

for example, Applicant is completely in the dark as to which 

Dtesden s¥stems Intervenor thinks may interact ~nd why such 

systems interac~ions would be ariy m6re or less a problem 

if the requested spent.fuel pool license amendments.are 

issu~d. As an Appeal B6ard has reGently reaffirmed: 

[A]dministrative proceedings should not be 
a game or·a forum to engage in unjustified 
obstructionism by·making cryptic and obscure 
reference to matters that "ought to be" con-· 
sidered and then, after failing to--ab-·more 
to bring the matter to the agency's attention, 
~eeking to have that agency determination · 
vacated on the ground that the agency failed 
to consider matters "forec~fully pr~sented." 

Commonwealth Edison Company (Zion Station, Units 1 and 2), 

ALAB 616, NRC (October 2, 1980), quoting Vermont 

Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. v. NRDC, 435 U.S. 519; 553-554 

(1978). Accordingly, Intervenor's cross-examination of 

Mr. Wohl should be struck. 
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3. Intervenor may be suggesting (Ti. 684, 

lines 17-25) that, indeperident of th~ mattets ~r'operly 

placed in controversy by the Intervenor, the .Staff's SER for 

this pbol modification (and logically, therefore; all SER's 

in license amendment cases) should address all unresolved 

safety; issues identif{ed in NUREG 510, a~ well as all ~terns 

listed in NUREG 0660 (which is the TMI Action Plan) , ~rid 

Reg. Guide 1.97 .. In th~ River Bend case, ·the Appeal Board 

noted that the. failure of an Intervenor to. as~ert the 

requisite nexus betweE:n the facility in qu.estion and· 

gerieric technical issues did not obviate the need for the 

Lic~nsing Board to revie~ such ~eneric t~chnical is~ue~ 

prior to issu~nce of a .construction permit. .6 NRC 760, 

774-75. This holding was la~er extended to the operating 

license stage in Virginia Electric and Power.Company, 

(North Anna Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB~49l., 8 NRC 

245 (1978). However, this is not a construction perrrlit or 

operating license proceedin"g .where the overall safety of the. 

plant is being reviewed. Both the Staff's review and the 

Licensing Board's jurisdiction in this case are li~itea to 

the spent fuel storage expansion request. See, ~ 

.commonwealth Edison Company (Zion Station, Units 1 and 2), 

ALAB 616, NRC (October 2, 1980). Moreover, the 

Commission itself submits status reports on unresolved· 

safety issues annually to Congress pursuant to Sectiori 210 
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of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended. See~, 

NUREG 0510,. supra n.l; USNRC 1979 Annual Report pp. 65-86 . 
.. . . . 

To ~equir~ these generic subjects to be addressed in every 

licens~ amendment proceeding, regardless of any demonstration 

of.relevance to the particular jurisdiction granted to the 

licensing boaids, would waste Board time and Staff resources 

.and trespass upon the supervisory authority of the Commission 

over the Staff's conduct of safety research. 
. . 

For the reasdris stated above, Intervenor's cross-

examination of Mt. Wohl (Tr. 674-684} should be struck. 

·ISHAM, LINCOLN & BEALE 
Suite 4200 · 
One First National Plaza 
Chicago,· Illlinois 60603 
312/558-7500 . 

Respectfully submitted,· 
I 

./ 
! y.-- " -:-- . ~ -
\ ', ,,.,_,.' .·,,. \ ._v ,J> µ 

. One o.£ the Attor:neys 'for · 
Applicant 
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(4) The existence of a flaw of such size that 
the stresses impaned during the initiating 

. event could cause the flaw to rapidly 
propagate, resulting in brittle failure of 
the member(s). . 

The second potential concern, lamellar tear
ing•,- may also be a problem in those suppon 
structures which are similar in design to those of 
the aforementioned PWR. However, continued · 
operation of PWRs during the continuing 
generic review·of this concern was judged ac-

.. ceptable, ba:Sed on a review of approximately 
'• 400 relevant technical documents which revealed 

only one instance of known failure from 
.Jamellar tearing. This failure occurred in often
stressed fruck brakes. In addition, the factors 
considered above .for the fracture toughness con• 
cern-such as low stresses during nonnal opera
tion and the low probability of an initiating 
event-apply equally to this .concern. 

The generic fracture toughness program is ex
pected to be completed in August 1979. The 

· lamellar tearing evaluation is a longer tenn ef
fon and is expected to be completed in 1981. 

•L.amellar tQnng is· a Cracking phenomerton which ~UTS . 

beneath welds and is principally found in rolled steel plate 
· fabrications. The tearing' always lies within. the parent plate, 

Often outside the transformed (visible) hcat~affected U>ne 
. (HAZJ and is generally parallel to the weld fusion boundary. 
Lamellar. tearing occurs at certain critical joints usually with· 
in large welded structures involving a high degree of stiffness 
and re5trainL Restraint may be defined as a restriction of the 
movement of. the various joint components that would nor
niaUy occur a.s a result of expansion and contraction of weld 
metal and adjacent regions during welding ("Lamellar Tear· 

. ins in Welded Steel Fabrication," The Welding Institute). 

Systems Interactions 
Io Nuclear Power Plants 

.In November 1974, the Advisory Committee . 
on Reactor Safeguards requested that the NRC . 

· staff give attention to the evaluation of safety 
systems from a multi-disciplinary point of view,· 
in order to identify potentially .undesirable in- · · 
teractions between plant systems. The concern. 

. arises because .the design and analysis of systems 
is frequently assigned to teams with functional · 
engineering specialties-such as civil, electrical, 
mechanical, or nuclear. The question is whether. · 
the work of these functional specialists is suffi
ciently integrated in their design and analysis ac
tivities to enable them to identify adverse in-

teractions between and among systems. Such 
adverse events might occur, for example, 
because designers did not assure that redundancy 
lll)d independence of safety systems were provid
ed under all conditions of operation required, 
which might happen if the functional teams were 
not adequately coordinated. Simply stated, the 
left hand may not know or understand what the 
rig~t hand is doing in all cases where it is 
necessary for the hands to be coordinated. 

The NRC staff believes that its current review 
procedures and saf cty criteria provide reasonable 
assurance that an acceptable level of redundancy 
and independence is provided for systems that. 
arc required. for safety. Nonetheless, in 
mid-1977, this task (Task A-17) was initiated to 

. confirm that present procedures adequately take 
into account the potentiaJ for undesirable in- . 
teractions between and among systems. 

The NRC staff's .current review procedures 
assign priinary responsibility for review of · 

· various technical areas and safety systems to 
specific organizational units and assign secon
dary responsibility to other units where there is a 
functional or interdisciplinary relationship'. 
Designers follow somewhat similar procedures 
and provide for interdisciplinary reviews and 
analyses of systems. Task A-17 will' provide an 

·. independent investigation of Safety func
tions-and systems. required to perform these 
functions-:-in order to assess the adequacy of 
current review procedures .. This investigation Will 
be conducted by Sandia Laboratories under con
tract as.sistance to the NRC staff . 

The c0ntract effon, Phase I of the task, 
began in May 1978 and is expected to be com-
pleted in SCptember 1-979.-nic Phase I investi·ga- · ·- · 
Lion is structured to identify areas where interac-

. tions are possible between and among systems 
and have the potential of negating or seriously 
degr:ading the performance of safety functions. 

. The investigation will then identify where NRC 
review procedures may not have properly ac
counted for these interactions. Finally, in a 
follow~n Phase II of the task, specific correc- · 
tive measures will be taken in areas where the in
vestigation shows a need. 

As noted above, the NRC staff believes that 
·its review procedures and acceptance criteria cur
rently· provide reasonable assurance that an ac
ceptable level of system redundancy and in- . 
dependence is provided in plant designs and this 
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task is expected to confirm this belief. 
Nonetheless. because adverse systems interac
tions are potentially of large significance to 
plant safety, this issue has been identified as an 
"Unresolved Safety Issue." If no 'significant 
system interactions are identified in the P~ase I 
investigation described above, as is expected, 
this issue ~·ill not be treated in subsequent 
reports as an "Unresolved Safety Issue." 

En,·ironmental Qualification of 
Safety-Related Electrical Equipment 

In addition to the conservative design, con
struction and operating practices and quality 
assurance measures required for nuclear power 
plants, safety systems are installed at nuclear 

. ·plants to mitigate the consequences of postulated 
accidents. Certain of these postulated accidents 
could create severe environmental conditions in
side the containment. The most serious Of these 
accidents ~ould be a high energy pipe break in 
the reactor coolant sy11tem piping or in a main 
steam line. In either case; the release of hot 
pressurized water and steam to the containment 

·would create a high temperature environment 
. (250. to 4o6.°F) at high humidity (including 

steam) and pressure (as high as c. SO psig). For 
sorne applications, chemicals are added for fis
sion ·product removal to the containment sprays 
that are used to reduce tht: pressure in the con- · 
tainment. Additionally~ some electrical equip
ment is predicted to be submerged following a 
large pipe break. Thus, the safety equipment is 

· ·exposed to such environmental conditions and 
needs to remain operable during this period, as 
well as for the long-term post-accident period. 

. In order. to assure that electrical eqliipment in· 
. safety system~ wiU perform its function under 
· accident conditions, the NRC requires that such 

equipment-principally equipment associated ·. 
· with the emergency core cooling system and con

tainment isolation and cleanup systems-be "en
vironmentally qualified." Specific electrical 
equipment of concern during postulated accident 

·conditions includes: (1) the instrumentation 
needed to initiate the safety system~ and provide 
diagnostic information to the plant operators 
(e.g., electrical penetrations into containment, 
any electrical connectors to cabling which 
transmits signals, and the instruments 

themselves), (2) control power to_ motor 
operators for cerulin valves (e.g., ECCS and 
containment isolation valves located inside con
tainment), and (3) fan cooler motors for those 
plants that utilize fan coolers for containment 
heat removal. . . 

The current NRC safety review process for · . 
nuclear power plants applies certain criteria for 
confirming the capability of ~lectrical equ~pment 
imponant to safety to function in the environ
ment that might result from various accident 
c0riditions. Although such criteria have .been ap~ 
plied to varying degrees since the early days of . 
commercial nuclear power' they have come to be 
defined in clearer detail over the years. · · 
. The process of clarifying the criteria has given · 
rise to certain questions regarding: (I) the degree 
·to which electrical equipment used in older plant 
designs (those .now operating) is capable of 
withstanding the environmental conditions 
(pressure, temperature, humidity,. steam; 
chemicals, vibration, and radiation) of.various 
accident conditions under which it must be able 
to function (i.e., the "qualification of equip· 
ment" in these older plants), and (2) the ade
quacy of test or analyses conducted for electrical 

. equipment in newer plants to "qu3:1ify" such · . 
equipment as eapable of wit!lstandm~ t~e cond1-

. tioils of the environm.ent .created by vanous ac
cidents. during which the equipment must func- . · 

·lion (Le,, the "adequacy" of qualification tests). 

·. With .regard to older plants, the follo'>'ing ac
tions have taken place iri recent months. 

As a r~ult of a Sandia testing program being 
conducted for the NRC Office of Nuclear . 
Regulatory Research, a generic safety concern 
with the adequacy of environmental qualifica· 
tion of cenain electrical equipment was iden-

. tified: This :issue. was:highlighted by ... aJ~o.vember- - -- -
· 4 1977 petition from the Union of Concerned 

S::ientists which requested immediate adion by . 
the NRC regarding operating power reactors and 
licensing actions for other. proposed plants. (Sec 
"Abnormal Oc:currences-1978," in Chapter 7 
for extended cliscussion of specific actions· . 
following the Sanclia tests.) Subsequent NRC 
staff ·investigations in response to this issue led, 
as of June 30, 1978, to seven plant shutdowns 
for corrective action and ·extended outages for . 
two other plarits io make modifications. These 
actions were taken for the most pan as a resuh · 
of a Jack of conclusive infonnation regarding 
the qualification of cerWn Safety equipm~nt.. 
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